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Abstract: The traditional problem of evil sets theists the task of reconciling two
things: God and evil. I argue that theists face the more diﬃcult task of reconciling
God and evils that God is specially obligated to prevent. Because of His authority,
God’s obligation to curtail evil goes far beyond our Samaritan duty to prevent evil
when doing so isn’t overly hard. Authorities owe their subjects a positive obligation
to prevent certain evils; we have a right against our authorities that they protect us.
God’s apparent mistake is not merely the impersonal wrong of failing to do enough
good – though it is that too. It is the highly personal wrong of failing to live up to a
moral requirement that comes bundled with authority over persons. To make my
argument, I use the resources of political philosophy and defend a novel change to
the orthodox account of authority.

Introduction

The Stanford Encyclopedia describes the problem of evil in the standard way.
The argument from evil focuses on the fact that the world appears to contain states of aﬀairs
that are bad, undesirable, or that should have been prevented by any being that could have
done so, and it asks how the existence of such states of aﬀairs is to be squared with the
existence of God.

This characterization of the problem sets theists the task of telling a
plausible story that reconciles two things: God and evil. I think God’s
apologists face an even tougher challenge. Their task is not simply to reconcile
God and evil, but to reconcile God and evils that He is specially obligated to
prevent.
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Because of His authority, God has an obligation that goes far beyond our usual
Samaritan duty to curtail evil when doing so isn’t overly hard. Authorities owe
their subjects a positive obligation to prevent certain evils; we have a right against
our authorities that they protect us. So God’s apparent mistake is not merely the
impersonal wrong of failing to do enough good – though it is that too. It is the
highly personal wrong of failing to live up to a moral requirement that comes
bundled with authority over persons.
I begin by explaining the orthodox account of authority, and move on to point
out something bizarre about it: the orthodox account focuses on the privileges that
come with authority while ignoring the responsibilities. Next, I address this
omission by introducing the duty of interference, which requires practical
authorities to protect their subjects’ wellbeing. After anticipating and dispatching
some important objections, I show that the duty of interference transforms the
problem of evil so that theists’ standard responses cannot succeed. However one
estimates theists’ success at answering the old problem of evil, the new problem
presents diﬀerent, arguably more diﬃcult, challenges.
The orthodox account of authority

Philosophical thinking about authority has evolved considerably. Some of
our early conceptions were brutally reductionist, simply equating authority and
mere power. John Austin, for example, insisted that one is an authority whenever
people habitually obey one. The conception of authority as power has an
impressive pedigree, but H. L. A. Hart’s objections to it are decisive.
In The Concept of Law, Hart notes that if authority is nothing more than the
ability to force compliance, the armed thug who demands your wallet has
authority over you – which conﬂicts with common sense. When an authority gives
us an order – common sense has it – we are obligated to obey. But whether or not
we are in the habit of obeying armed thugs, we are not obligated to do so. And on
most accounts, authorities are entitled to our obedience. But however well armed
they might be, thugs have no right to be obeyed.
Because the reduction of authority to mere power has proven to be so
problematic, political philosophers have turned to non-reductive, normative
accounts of authority. These accounts regard authority as the ability to obligate
someone to Φ by telling her to Φ. Parents’ demands of their children – ‘Clean up
your room!’ – are thus paradigm exercises of authority.
So authority is the power to obligate, but it is not only the power to obligate.
People regularly create obligations for those who don’t fall under their authority:
children create obligations for their parents, old friends obligate one another, and,
in the right circumstances, my spouse and I create obligations for each other.
In his ‘Authority’, Scott Shapiro summarizes philosophical consensus about
what besides the power to obligate, an analysis of authority needs to include.
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Authority is peculiar, Shapiro tells us, because its directives are contentindependent, giving ‘an agent a reason to comply irrespective of whether the
agent has a reason to act on [the directive’s] content’.
Contrast: sometimes we must do as random passers-by command. Imagine a
stranger demanding that you refrain from murder. In this case, your duty to
comply depends entirely on the fact that the passer-by ‘points to’ an alreadyexisting moral requirement. If she instead told you to do push-ups, you wouldn’t
have to adhere to her demands. That authorities can issue content-independent
directives means that we are bound to obey even when their demands don’t pick
out a pre-existing requirement.
So authority includes the ability to issue content-independent directives, to
constitute brand-new obligations by giving orders or setting policy. Though realworld authorities purport to have authority so deﬁned, most purport to do even
more. Imagine a government whose only power is the power to issue contentindependent directives. This government has the power to place citizens under
obligations; it lacks the standing to use this power. It has the ability to obligate
citizens to pay a tax; it lacks the standing to use this ability. There is nothing
conceptually amiss here. As a conceptual matter, we readily distinguish between
having a power and having the moral standing to use it – the power to, say, make
requests is one thing and the standing to use that power on a token occasion is
another. The impotence of this imagined government – having only the power and
not the standing – demonstrates that real-world authorities claim more than the
power to issue content-independent directives.
David Estlund pins a label on this something more that real-world authorities
like governments claim. He deﬁnes ‘legitimacy’ as ‘the moral permissibility of the
state’s issuing and enforcing its commands’. To bring all these threads together,
authorities like governments purport to have:
() The power to create new obligations by issuing content-independent
directives;
() The right to exercise this power; and
() The right to back up the obligations they create with force.
Clauses – list the powers and rights that one must have to count as an
authority, at least according to philosophical orthodoxy. Philosophers disagree
about who, if anyone, actually has authority and about how, if at all, one can
obtain it (noteworthy proposals include consent and fair play). But there is
signiﬁcant agreement about what authority is: it is deﬁned by the rights and
powers enumerated in clauses – above. Other than governments, who purports
to have authority? Parents are an obvious example. And according to traditional
theists, God is another. The traditional theist’s Bible describes a God not shy
about issuing content-independent directives – about eating habits, circumcision,
whether Moses had to speak to or hit rocks in the desert, the proper methods for
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procuring slaves, and more besides. The Bible also claims that God justly
punished the disobedient. Admittedly, God sometimes allowed, and even enlisted,
human agents to exact speciﬁc punishments rather than doing the dirty work
Himself. But this wouldn’t undermine God’s authority any more than appointing
an executioner undermines a state’s authority.
Supplementing the orthodox account: the duty of interference

Refer again to clauses – above. These clauses deﬁne authority entirely in
terms of privileges, in terms of what authorities may do to us or require from us. It
says that authorities can issue content-independent directives and are entitled
to punish, but does not say what authorities must do for us. This is an oddly onesided perspective. Social roles, after all, are typically an amalgam of both privileges
and responsibilities. Spouses, for example, standardly enjoy certain privileges with
respect to one another – they have legitimate claims on the other’s support, care,
and aﬀection. To be a spouse, however, is not simply to enjoy these privileges; it is
also to bear certain responsibilities. In this regard, spouses are far from alone: the
roles of parent, teacher, and friend include both privileges and responsibilities.
An account of the spousal role, parenthood, friendship, or of teachers that
focuses entirely on privileges misses half the story. It is possible that authority
is – uniquely among social roles – properly deﬁned in terms of privileges alone.
But it seems more likely that the orthodox account of authority is, like a similarly
one-sided account of parenthood, guilty of telling only half the story. A better
account will include responsibilities alongside privileges.
What responsibilities do authorities bear qua authority? At least this:
Duty of Interference: If an instance of harm is (a) within an authority’s jurisdiction, and
(b) seriously imperils the well-being of the governed, then the authority owes it to its
subjects to intervene.

The last clause emphasizes that the duty of interference is a directed duty – a duty
that authorities owe to their subjects. Let me explain.
Wanton destruction of rain forests or salmon is wrong because it wastes
something valuable. But in destroying rain forests or salmon, we don’t do wrong to
them. The nature of the wrong is impersonal (unless the salmon happen to be
someone’s food source, or unless people live in the rainforests). If, however, we
imprisoned an individual without adequate cause, we would do wrong to her.
Unjust incarceration doesn’t merely oﬀend against impersonal value; it is an
oﬀense against a particular person. There is an identiﬁable subject that we must
apologize to, pay restitution to, and the like. By casting the duty of interference as a
directed duty, I am insisting that authorities who violate it do wrong to their
subjects. Or equivalently, subjects have a right against those who wield authority
over them that those authorities adhere to the duty of interference.
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If a government sits idly by while simmering racial tensions boil over into
full-blown genocide, the government wrongs the people. If it discovers
that corporations are selling food contaminated by toxins or polluting the water
supply with heavy metals, the government owes it to the people to intervene.
There are less straightforward cases: one might wonder whether the rising rate of
obesity in America is the sort of harm covered by the duty of interference. But
the existence of fringe cases is unsurprising and, for my purposes, unimportant.
It is often unclear just how far parents’ duty to protect their children extends –
should they forbid a dating relationship with this suspicious guy, or refuse
ﬁnancial support for attending that sub-par college? Yet it is abundantly clear that
parents of a curious toddler violate their duty by leaving spring-loaded rat-traps
out in the open. Similarly, it is hard to pinpoint the precise extent of the duty of
interference. Yet it is abundantly clear that an authority who turns a blind eye
to widespread rape, murder, genocide, torture, hate crime, and child abuse
violates it.
The duty of interference neatly explains why governments have a special
obligation to quell genocide, inspect food quality, protect the environment, and so
forth. This is a prima facie reason to think that the duty of interference names a
true proposition. Being prima facie, this reason isn’t decisive, so we should pause
to consider a natural objection.
The objection is that even if authorities are bound to prevent harms within their
jurisdiction, they are not so bound because they are authorities. Authority doesn’t,
so to speak, come ‘bundled’ with the duty of interference. The objection agrees
that governments have an obligation to curtail racist violence, but denies that they
are so obligated because of their authority.
Yet we should press the objector: a government’s responsibility seems
predicated on its authoritative status. A foreign nation, or a corporation working
in the area, should prevent genocide if it can. Genocide is a terrible thing and we
should all work to prevent it. But the victim’s own government is especially
guilty – it has a special link to, a special culpability for, the genocide raging within
its own borders. Why? My answer is that governments shoulder the duty of
interference. Because she rejects my proposed connection between authority and
responsibility, the objector has to explain why local governments have a special
responsibility that resident corporations do not.
The objector’s most plausible explanation is that the particular justiﬁcation of
governmental authority entails that our governments owe us the duty of
interference. The fact that someone needs to protect the citizens’ well-being is
part of what explains why governments are (allegedly) authoritative in the ﬁrst
place. And if people’s well-being grounds one’s authority, it makes sense that one
be responsible to guard it. In a somewhat clumsy slogan, governments bear the
duty of interference qua authority-justiﬁed-by-guarding-subjects-well-being, not
simply qua authority.
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The force of this objection is that we cannot be conﬁdent that all authorities owe
their subjects the duty of interference. Some probably do, but we would have to
proceed on a case-by-case basis, examining each authority in turn to determine
whether or not the justiﬁcation for its moral status entailed the duty of
interference. While the authority of governments might entail the duty, God’s
authority might not. Because my later arguments assume that God’s authority
comes bundled with the duty of interference, this is an important objection for me
to contend with.
As a ﬁrst step, I continue to ﬁnd the orthodox account’s exclusive focus on the
privileges of authority arbitrary and bizarre. The objector’s argument shows that
it is possible to separate authority and responsibility; it doesn’t give us any positive
reason to do so. It doesn’t explain why authority, but no other social role, should
be deﬁned entirely in terms of its privileges. Therefore, the burden of proof lies
squarely on those who oppose adding the duty of interference to deﬁnition of
authority. But in addition to this burden-shifting manoeuvre, I have a positive
argument for including the duty of interference: authority without it is
incompatible with freedom and autonomy.
My argument’s ﬁrst step invokes freedom. It is a familiar fact that political
authorities claim the power to restrict what people can, and may, do. Since
people’s freedom is morally important, political authority requires justiﬁcation.
This is a rare point of agreement among philosophers. But if political authority
requires justiﬁcation, so does authority in general. After all, authority includes the
power to institute and enforce obligations, creating the very authority–freedom
tension we see in the political realm. Since political authority requires justiﬁcation,
other kinds of authority do too.
My argument’s second step mobilizes autonomy and requires a brief historical
detour. We saw in the paragraph above that authority over persons requires
justiﬁcation. But what kind of justiﬁcation will do the trick? Strictly utilitarian
justiﬁcations run roughshod over autonomy – that the rule of Jones would be good
for us isn’t suﬃcient to establish Jones’s authority, especially if we oppose it. To
justify authority without running roughshod over autonomy, philosophers from
Locke to Rawls have turned to the idea of consent. If we voluntarily consent to
authority, their story goes, we bind ourselves and our autonomy is preserved.
Of course, few of us actually consent to be ruled. This – paired with the welldocumented problems of tacit consent – inspired consent-minded theorists to
turn from actual to hypothetical consent. Rawls, for example, holds that one is
bound to obey the government because a suitably idealized version of oneself
would rationally consent to its rule. He hopes to avoid the problems of actual
consent while preserving some kind of link to citizens’ wills – thereby giving
autonomy its due.
Though Rawls is a brilliant innovator, philosophers generally agree that his
attempt to justify political authority fails: the fact that it would be rational for us to
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consent simply doesn’t have the same normative signiﬁcance as our actual
consent. The fact that it would be rational for us to consent – if it is a fact – isn’t
suﬃcient to establish authority. But if Rawls fails to pinpoint a suﬃcient condition
of authority, I think he articulates a necessary one: no-one can have legitimate
authority if her potential subjects would not rationally consent to it. It is
overwhelmingly plausible that respecting our autonomy requires at least not
subjecting us to authorities we wouldn’t rationally accept.
Let me pause to retrace the dialectic thus far. The objector claims that authority
doesn’t come bundled with the duty of interference; I’ve presented two steps in a
three-step argument that it does. The ﬁrst showed that authority stands in need of
justiﬁcation. But rather than saying how to meet this justiﬁcatory burden, step two
gives us a sure-ﬁre way to know that it isn’t being met: authority isn’t justiﬁed if its
subjects wouldn’t rationally consent to it. My third, and last, step is to argue that
no rational person would consent to an authority that didn’t bear the duty of
interference.
Recall that authority includes:
() The power to create new obligations by issuing content-independent
directives;
() The right to exercise this power; and
() The right to back up the obligations they create with force.
Clauses – give authorities tremendous inﬂuence over the shape of one’s life.
They can restrict morally unproblematic avocations (such as skateboarding or
parkour); they can prevent you from pursuing a career; they can criminalize and
punish innocuous behaviour (such as using marijuana or having homosexual sex);
they can even set and enforce parameters on the physical space we inhabit (roads
must be so wide, buildings so high, and the like). Even if they don’t actually do any
of these things, authorities retain the power to do them. Subjects thus live with the
possibility of having their lives reordered – perhaps radically and against their will.
In consenting to authority, therefore, we give something up. No rational person
would make this sacriﬁce without also insisting that her authorities be accountable
to her. Precisely how the authority should be answerable depends upon what
powers it claims.
Clauses  and  of authority’s deﬁnition jointly give authorities signiﬁcant
control over the shape of normative space – authorities have the power to
determine, in part, the obligations we must uphold. No-one rational would hand
over this power without also demanding that the relevant authority create
obligations that protect and promote her well-being.
Clause  gives authorities the right to use force, particularly in defence of the
obligations they create. So, when we live under an authority, we acquire a
vulnerability to punishment. Hobbes famously argued that authorities protect us
from the perils of the state of nature. Hobbes was less impressed by the perils of
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being subjected to the will of government oﬃcials. But subjection to a government
is a source of peril: we can be ﬁned for skateboarding or withholding income tax,
jailed for possession of illegal-yet-innocuous substances, and executed for treason.
Consider a non-political example: according to the Bible’s Acts , Ananias and
Sapphira exaggerated the sum of money they donated to the early Christian
church, hoping to gain a reputation for generosity. But Ananias and Sapphira’s
deceit was no ordinary, run-of-the-mill lie. It was an oﬀence against God, not
merely against people. Their lie came with a correspondingly stiﬀ penalty: God
struck Ananias and Sapphira dead. Subjection to God’s authority made Ananias
and Sapphira vulnerable to a punishment they wouldn’t otherwise have faced –
supposing, as traditional theists do, that this Bible story is accurate.
In short, life under an authority presents a new set of risks. No-one rational
would accept these risks without also insisting that authorities wield their
substantial force in defence of her well-being. If authorities can coerce us into
obeying their rules, we (rationally) should demand that they use their force in
defence of our well-being.
Now, if we formally cash out the idea that authorities owe us protection of our
well-being, we arrive at the duty of interference:
Duty of Interference: If an instance of harm is (a) within an authority’s jurisdiction, and
(b) seriously imperils the well-being of the governed, the authority owes it to its subjects to
intervene.

Therefore, authority, in anyone’s hands, comes bundled with the duty of
interference. To put the same conclusion diﬀerently, authorities, as a category,
shoulder the duty of interference.
Let me be clear: this is not an argument by analogy. I do not argue that
governments bear the duty of interference, and thus that all relevantly similar
authorities do. Nor am I claiming that Rawlsian hypotheticals are the proper way
to justify anyone’s authority. I instead derive the duty of interference from (i) the
importance of freedom, and (ii) the overwhelmingly plausible premise that
subjecting people to a regime they wouldn’t rationally accept is a violation of their
autonomy.
So unless my argument contains a fatal mistake, the duty of interference articulates a claim, a right, that subjects everywhere have against those in authority
over them – whether the relevant authority is elected, appointed, or reigns by dint
of a necessarily perfect nature. Any authority that fails to uphold the duty of interference wrongs its subjects. Again, it is overwhelmingly plausible that respecting
our freedom and autonomy requires at least not subjecting us to a regime we
wouldn’t rationally accept.
The result that not even God can wield authority over us without thereby owing
us something is likely to shock common sense. In this case, common sense needs
shocking. Our conception of authority is partly formed by pre-enlightenment,
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hierarchical ways of thinking – ways of thinking that elevate authorities and
denigrate subjects. The discovery that the so-called subjects are free and
autonomous is bound to shake things up.
Theistic objections

Theists commonly object to arguments like mine by claiming that God is
not to be judged by the same moral standards that apply to us. Quite a bit more
needs to be said to make this objection plausible, and I think Mark Murphy,
building on Michael Thompson’s framework, says it best.
We earlier distinguished between kinds of wrong:
(a) Non-directional wrong, like the destruction of rainforests or salmon.
(b) Directional wrong, wrong done to a particular agent.
In ‘What is it to wrong someone?’ Michael Thompson asks: what makes it
possible to commit directional wrong? Thompson’s answer is that we can wrong
someone only if we are linked by what he calls a ‘dikaiological order’. This answer
merely raises another question: what’s a dikaiological order? Thompson oﬀers a
variety of analogies: dikaiological orders, he suggests, are akin to mechanical
gears, musical keys, and abstract manifolds. I ﬁnd Thompson’s illustrations far
more instructive. In his illustrations, dikaiological orders are simply normative
social practices. Chess, football, and language are all examples.
Shared orders give what would otherwise be mere causal happenings both
normative signiﬁcance and direction. I can move my rook-shaped hunk of wood
diagonally; only in the context of chess does this count as cheating my opponent.
I can lace up a pair of cleats, slide, and crash into someone’s ankles; only in the
context of football have I fouled the centre back. I can utter a series of noises
causing a listener to form false beliefs; only in the context of a shared language is
this lying to my friend.
So for Thompson and Murphy, we can wrong someone only if we share
a common dikaiological order. Now – and this is a crucial bit – they suggest
that dikaiological orders are individuated by (i) the content of their rules, and
(ii) the source of their rules. So when I lace up a pair of cleats, slide, and crash
into someone’s ankles, I succeed in fouling him because (i) we are playing a game
with the same rules, and (ii) we are playing a game with the same historical
origins.
With this preparatory work behind us, we can articulate the objection to my
argument that all authorities bear the duty of interference. My argument assumes
that we are linked to would-be authorities by a dikaiological order: I held that, in
virtue of our freedom and autonomy, we had a right against would-be authorities
that they not subject us to regimes we wouldn’t rationally accept. I held that if a
would-be authority did subject us to such a regime, she would wrong us. But, the
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objection presses, there is no dikaiological order linking human beings to God. For
there is no practice with a common historical source in which God and human
beings participate. Therefore, my claim that we have rights against authorities is
false in the case of a divine authority – God can no more do wrong to us than we
can do wrong to a salmon.
The Thompson–Murphy proposal would undermine my argument. But it would
also undermine most forms of theism. The Thompson–Murphy proposal implies
that God cannot wrong us; but it equally implies that we cannot wrong God. We
can take the Lord’s name in vain, curse God with the foulest language we know,
desecrate places of worship, spit (or worse!) on artistic depictions of God, and
none of it counts as wronging God. Theists generally regard such actions as
disrespectful: they think such actions fail to accord God the respect He is due. But
if we are not linked to God by a dikaiological order, they are mistaken. God
wouldn’t be entitled to our respect in the ﬁrst place.
A further implication is even harder for traditional theists to stomach: if we do
not share an order with God, it is diﬃcult to see how He could have authority over
us. When one agent has authority over another, they stand in a morally signiﬁcant
relationship to one another. But agents without a common order do literally
nothing together. It would be more than mildly surprising to discover that
an indigenous Australian Aborigine had authority over an isolated denizen of
the Amazon rainforest. If we don’t share an order with God, it would be
equally surprising to discover that God has authority over us. And yet, theists
traditionally insist that God does. Psalm : describes God’s dominion in typical
fashion: ‘The Earth is the Lord’s and everything in it, the world and all who live
in it.’
Moreover, traditional theists hold that God is entitled to judge human beings.
Though theologies vary, the vast majority insist that God doles out punishment,
most notably in the afterlife. But one needs a special right to dole out punishment.
Even if I am correct that my neighbour’s children deserve to be chastised, I am not
permitted to scold them. No matter how wise, just, or powerful it happens to be, a
criminal court in the United States has no standing to punish crimes the French
commit in France. The would-be punisher in both cases – me in the ﬁrst; the US
court in the second – lacks the required connection to the oﬀender. By insisting
that we do not share an order with God, the Thompson–Murphy proposal
inadvertently implies that God lacks the required connection to us, and lacks the
standing to judge us along with it.
The Thompson–Murphy proposal aims to undermine my argument for the duty
of interference by insulating God from us: we share orders with one another, but
God is a foreign Other who contacts only a select few. Insulating God in this way
would defeat my argument, but traditional theism would fall along with it. An
insulated God is not entitled to respect, has no authority, and has no right to
punish us.
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So theists cannot plausibly insist that the duty of interference doesn’t apply to
God because He is beyond the reaches of our morality. Can they admit that God
plays our moral game but doesn’t shoulder the duty of interference for some other
reason? Not plausibly. The duty of interference is tailor-made to apply to
authorities.
Duty of interference: If an instance of harm is (a) within an authority’s jurisdiction, and
(b) seriously imperils the well-being of the governed, the authority owes it to its subjects to
intervene.

Clause (a) oﬀers traditional theists little comfort. The notion that God owns
creation is, after all, a major part of nearly every theology. This conviction is
recorded in oﬃcial statements of belief, such as the Westminster Confession and
the Heidelberg Catechism. It is proclaimed in song, such as the hymn ‘This is My
Father’s World’. Psalm :, again, describes God’s dominion over the earth and
everything in it.
Nor can traditional theists take refuge in clause (b), suggesting that people’s
well-being hasn’t been seriously threatened. History includes the Holocaust,
the Inquisition, genocide in Darfur or Rwanda, slavery in America, widespread
sexual abuse and more. It is easy to compile a list of terrible assaults on people’s
well-being; and all have occurred in what traditional theists insist is God’s
backyard.
Traditional theists might object by conceiving of our well-being diﬀerently,
suggesting that eternal life in heaven matters most. If eternal life in heaven is our
well-being’s chief component and God preserves the possibility of eternal bliss,
then God has secured our well-being. If it appears to one that there have been
terrible assaults on people’s well-being in God’s backyard, it is only because one is
overly focused on earthly happenings.
I have two things to say about this objection: First, whether or not heaven exists,
rape, torture, genocide, and the like are still serious assaults on well-being. At
most, the traditional theist manages to show that they are not the worst possible
assaults. But all reasonable people can agree that rape, torture, and genocide are
terrible assaults on something important. It is therefore implausible – and a bit
oﬀensive – to suggest that nothing all that bad has happened on God’s watch.
Second, and more importantly, there is no reliable evidence of an afterlife,
much less of an afterlife that consists in heavenly bliss. The traditional theist might
appeal to biblical evidence, but if biblical evidence were compelling, we wouldn’t
be having a debate about God’s existence in the ﬁrst place.
There is, then, no particularly good reason to think that God does not shoulder
the duty of interference: if God exists, He is playing our moral game; and in our
game, authority comes bundled with the duty of interference. God’s mistake is,
therefore, not only an oﬀence against impersonal good. It seems that God is also
shirking His duty to us.
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Standard theistic responses do not solve the new problem of evil

Since God shoulders the duty of interference, theists need a plausible
story that reconciles two things: God and evils that He is specially obligated to
prevent. And this is something that standard responses to the problem of evil fail
to do.
There are, broadly speaking, two kinds of standard responses: direct and
indirect. Direct responses confront the problem of evil head on, typically by
arguing that while God’s non-interference results in evil, the moral cost of His
interference would be even worse. Indirect responses, by contrast, attack the
atheologian’s epistemic right to draw conclusions about God’s existence from the
available evidence. Indirect responses agree that, based on our evidence, there
seem to be unnecessary and unjustiﬁed evils. But they immediately add that our
grasp of the bigger picture is so tenuous that this judgement doesn’t carry much
epistemic weight. Neither kind of response – direct or indirect – solves the new
problem.
The problem with direct responses: rights prohibit sacriﬁce for the greater good

Direct responses take many forms. John Hick suggests that spiritual growth
requires a world in which we battle temptation and face a real possibility of
failure. We ‘make our souls’ through struggle. If we make them well enough, we
will be ﬁt for communion with God.
Bruce Reichenbach claims that God’s interference would worsen the world by
making it impossible to study. Regular laws of nature, he thinks, will inevitably
cause suﬀering. To prevent that suﬀering, God would have to perform frequent
miraculous interventions. These miracles would make our world epistemically
impenetrable, and Reichenbach claims that the possibility of studying our world is
more important than the pain and suﬀering that results from natural disasters.
Some versions of the free-will defence are direct responses too. Their basic idea
is that God confronts an unenviable dilemma: (a) prevent evil and diminish our
freedom, or (b) allow us to retain a fuller measure of freedom and live with our
frequent abuses of it. If free-will is particularly important – either in itself or as a
prerequisite for something like our capacity to love – (b) is the better option.
Despite taking these varied forms, direct responses share a common structure:
the evils we see are bad, but things are better, overall, if God permits them. God
essentially trades certain evils for something overridingly valuable. Given the old
problem of evil, this is a sensible way to proceed. The old problem challenges
theists to reconcile God and evil; theists respond that God trades these evils for
something overridingly valuable, with the net result that things are better overall.
But however well these direct responses work against the old problem, they fail
to solve the new one. My arguments show that we have a right against God that He
protect our well-being. So when God trades the evils we see for something
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overridingly good, He is violating people’s rights. And on all plausible accounts –
whether we construe them as Nozickian side-constraints, Dworkinian trumps,
or as especially weighty normative considerations – rights protect their holders
against being sacriﬁced for the greater good.
Consider some concrete examples. We imagined, earlier, that a government sat
idly by while simmering racial tensions boiled over into genocide. Suppose the
government tried to defend itself: ‘Our failure to act caused catastrophic suﬀering,
true enough. But our non-interference served the greater good! So, on the whole,
we were justiﬁed.’ Or imagine a father who promises to attend his child’s football
game, but decides, right before kick-oﬀ, that he could do more good by spending
those ninety minutes in a soup kitchen.
Even if the idle government and the absent father made the world better overall,
they violated people’s rights in the process. The government owes its citizens the
duty of interference; the father’s promise gave his child a right to his attendance.
And the greater good is not, in general, an acceptable reason to violate people’s
rights. By isomorphic reasoning, direct responses are similarly ineﬀective when
oﬀered on God’s behalf. As an authority, God shoulders the duty of interference –
we have a right against God that He protect our well-being. Therefore, God’s
violations of the duty of interference cannot be justiﬁed by invoking the greater
good.
Someone will probably object: ‘But rights can be overridden if the good at stake
is suﬃciently important. If we know for a certain fact that the only way to prevent
millions of deaths is to violate a single person’s rights – ﬁll in your own philosopher’s example – then we should do it. And if the father needed to skip the
football game in order to broker a deal for world peace, he should.’
Two comments on this objection: ﬁrst, even when one has a suﬃcient justiﬁcation for violating a right, the right’s normative tug doesn’t simply disappear. The
father, for example, owes his child an explanation, an apology, and some kind of
compensation – a trip to the movies, perhaps, or an hour’s worth of passing the
ball together. We learn early on that when we violate someone’s rights we must
explain ourselves, apologize, and do what we reasonably can to make it up to the
aggrieved party. The point is that even justiﬁed violations of rights create a moral
residue that the violator is required to deal with.
But despite repeatedly and egregiously violating the duty of interference, God
evidently has done nothing to oﬀset the moral residue. He hasn’t oﬀered any clear
explanation about why the violation was necessary – witness the fact that Hick,
Reichenbach, and others are left to speculate on His behalf. Nor has God, so far as
anyone can tell, apologized to those whose suﬀering advanced the greater good.
Nor, ﬁnally, is there any hard evidence that God has oﬀered anyone compensation. A theist could claim that God apologizes to and compensates people in
heaven. But again, there is little reliable evidence of an afterlife, and even less that
God oﬀers apologies and compensation in it. So even if God’s violation of people’s
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rights were justiﬁed, the violation would create a further moral debt that God has
evidently left unpaid.
Second, direct responders have not shown that God’s violation of people’s
rights is justiﬁed at all. Violating a right is sometimes the correct thing to do.
As the objection says, if we can save millions of lives at the cost of one person’s
rights, we probably should. But one needs a seriously compelling justiﬁcation
for doing so, particularly when the right in question guards something as
important as a person’s well-being. In the objector’s example, we know that
millions of lives hang in the balance. Direct responses must, therefore, meet a high
justiﬁcatory burden: they must show that something exceedingly important hangs
in the balance.
Direct responders, however, merely hypothesize that something important
hangs in the balance. John Hick oﬀers us a speculation about soul-making; we
should not seriously believe that he has hard evidence to support his theodicy.
Reichenbach tells us a story about how natural evil could be justiﬁed. And free-will
defenders construct a theory about why God’s non-interference serves the greater
good. When we confront the observable violation of people’s rights, speculations,
stories, and theories are simply not good enough. Imagine a similar defence of the
idle government: ‘Yes, they violated people’s rights by allowing genocide.
But I have a theory that they couldn’t intervene without compromising a certain
kind of (metaphysically tendentious) free-will!’ That justiﬁcation is insuﬃcient for
any rights violator. We shouldn’t, on pain of moral inconsistency, make a special
exception for God.
One could cast the free-will defence diﬀerently, suggesting that, for all anyone
knows, God’s non-interference is important for safeguarding free-will. And, one
might continue, we should withhold judgement until our epistemic situation
improves. This is an important thought, but on this construal, the free-will defence
is an indirect response.
The problem with indirect responses: God has an obligation to
explain himself

Indirect responses take an oblique approach: they try to undermine the
atheologian’s epistemic status rather than defending God’s non-interference
directly. Stephen Wykstra – the godfather of indirect responses – emphasizes the
diﬀerence between human and divine cognition, claiming that God’s ken vastly
outstrips our own. We cannot see a justiﬁcation for evil, but, Wykstra suggests,
that’s probably the fault of our limited ken. Diﬀerent philosophers have spun
indirect responses in subtly diﬀerent ways. But like their direct cousins, indirect
responses share a common a structure: they aim to defeat the atheologian’s
arguments by showing the limitations of our epistemic ken.
However one estimates their success at answering the old problem of evil,
indirect responses fare badly against the new one. As a general moral matter, we
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must avoid violating people’s rights. But our moral duties do not end there. When
it looks to another as though we have violated her rights, we must take reasonable
steps to show her that we haven’t. If the absent father missed his child’s football
game because of a three-car pile-up on the interstate rather than a sudden trip to
the soup kitchen, he owes his child an explanation for the apparent violation. If the
facts available to my spouse make it look like I’m having an aﬀair, I have an
obligation to dispel that appearance. This is a basic rule of our moral game; one we
learn early on.
It’s even clearer that one owes such an explanation if the seemingly aggrieved
party demands it. When the child of the absent father exclaims, ‘Dad, you said
you’d be there!’ the father would be way out of line to respond, ‘You aren’t entitled
to know my reasons; you’ll just have to trust me.’ And it’s obviously no better if the
father simply ignores his child’s exclamation. Similarly, my spouse is entitled to
demand an explanation of the facts that make it seem, from her perspective, that
I am a philanderer.
So even when we are innocent of wrongdoing, we are obliged to explain
ourselves when the available evidence makes it look like we’ve violated someone’s
rights – particularly if the aggrieved party confronts us. It is even more important
that authorities explain themselves. Our vulnerability to authorities was an
important part of my argument for the duty of interference – authorities can
obligate us to do things we’d rather not do, and they can punish our disobedience.
Because we are so vulnerable to them, it is all the more important that
authorities show themselves to be trustworthy. Being unable to trust your
spouse’s ﬁdelity is painful and embarrassing. Being unable to trust in an
authority’s better nature is terrifying – it is within an authority’s proper purview
to imprison you, execute you, or send you to Hell. We subjects have an obligation
to judge authorities fairly; but authorities are obliged to take reasonable steps
towards making themselves trustworthy. They have an obligation to avoid
terrifying their subjects by making themselves so hard to trust. This is a basic
feature of our political game, and part of why it is so repugnant when authorities
make a habit of citing ‘national security’ as a reason to keep citizens in the dark.
We are rightly suspicious of authorities who make a habit of concealing their
reasons.
To bring the discussion back to indirect responses: when it looks like we have
infringed upon another’s rights, we all have an obligation to dispel that
appearance. Authorities bear the weight of this obligation even more acutely.
And when those who legitimately perceive themselves as aggrieved demand an
explanation, the moral weight of that obligation increases further. But to maintain
any semblance of plausibility, indirect responses must concede this much: given
the data we have, it looks like God has, repeatedly and egregiously, violated the
duty of interference. There might be factors beyond our ken. But if one considers
what is within our ken, it looks very much like God has violated our right to His
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protection. (Consider, again, the Holocaust, the Rwandan genocide, the children
molested in God’s own church, and more besides.)
According to traditional theists, God is an authority. Moreover, God – if there is a
God – is an authority who has been confronted by people demanding to know the
reasons why – why wasn’t this natural disaster averted, why did that poor mother
die of cancer, or why didn’t God stop the Hitlers, Stalins, and Mugabes. According
to basic moral and political standards, God owes us an explanation. Therefore,
indirect responses paint the wrong picture: They imagine that God has a suﬃcient
justiﬁcation for allowing evil, but that the justiﬁcation lies outside our epistemic
ken. So it is, they conclude, not our place to judge. A more accurate picture is this:
if there is a God, and if God has a justiﬁcation that lies beyond our ken, God has a
weighty obligation to enlighten us. Since a perfectly good God wouldn’t habitually
shirk such an important obligation, there probably isn’t a God at all.
One might object that, for all we know, the justiﬁcation isn’t just unknown to us;
it is somehow unknowable. God would tell us if He could, but our cognitive
limitations make that impossible. This is, I admit, a possibility. But it strikes me
as a desperate move. The indirect responder is asking us to believe: (a) there is a
God; (b) God has good reasons for allowing evil; (c) God owes us an explanation
for these evils; (d) God would communicate these reasons to us; but (e) these
reasons are impossible, even in principle, for us to comprehend. There is no
logical problem with this picture. But there is no strictly logical problem with
geocentric models of the solar system either. And just as geocentric models
became less and less plausible as we had to add more and more epicycles,
the cumulative weight of caveats (a)–(e) render theism implausible. Just as it
was much simpler and more plausible to conclude that the earth is not the
solar system’s centre, it is simpler and more plausible to conclude that there is
no God.
Conclusion

Our freedom and autonomy imply that authority – in anyone’s hands –
comes bundled with the duty of interference. The duty of interference creates a
new problem of evil. The problem is not simply to reconcile God and evil, but to
reconcile God and evils that God is especially obligated to prevent.
Moreover, standard theistic answers to the old problem fail to address the
new one. Direct responses fail because the duty of interference correlates with
a right, and rights do not dissolve when they confront the greater good. Indirect
responses fail because when the available evidence makes it look as though an
authority is violating its subjects’ rights, the authority has an obligation to dispel
that appearance – particularly when the subjects demand an explanation.
Philosophers typically use the tools of metaphysics and epistemology to discuss
the problem of evil: we argue about whether all possible worlds contain roughly as
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much suﬀering as this one, about the limitations of our epistemic ken, and the like.
I have brought the resources of political philosophy to bear on the problem of evil.
The question of God’s existence turns not only on modals and defeating
conditions for knowledge, but also on whether God lives up to His responsibilities
as an authority. I believe that God has not.
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Notes
.
.
.
.

Tooley ().
Austin ().
Hart (), –.
For a representative sample, see: Estlund (), ; Friedman (), ; Wolﬀ (), ; Raz (),
–.
. Shapiro (), .
. Estlund (), .
. Like nearly every right, this one isn’t absolute. An authority shouldn’t enforce a demand when doing so
would create copious amounts of harm. Mitigating circumstances aside, the substantial point remains:
common sense holds that authorities are morally justiﬁed in enforcing their demands.
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. ‘Traditional theism’ entails belief in an omnipotent, omniscient, and omnibenevolent God. Traditional
theism additionally entails that God created and oversees the world, that humans owe God worship
and praise, that God is a personal being (not some ubiquitous force or ‘ground of being’), that the Bible
is a source of knowledge about God, and that God is the ultimate authority. Some non-traditional
theists deny that God has authority over everyone (Murphy ). But even Murphy holds that God is
worthy of authority. If I am right, God’s repeated and egregious violations of the duty of interference
undermine God’s claim to be worthy.
. For dietary regulation, see Leviticus  and Deuteronomy ; for injunctions to circumcise, Genesis ;
for Moses’s duty not to strike rocks, Numbers :; and for guidelines for slavery, Leviticus :–.
. Thomas Flint, e-mail message to the author,  August .
. Hume (); Simmons (), –.
. Rawls (), –.
. In a helpful conversation, Marcus Hedahl suggested that the rational soldier is a potential counterexample to this claim. The rational soldier is subject to an authority that, it seems, isn’t bound to guard
his well-being – military higher-ups order troops into battle after all. To answer: my argument here is
designed to show that, in normal conditions, authorities bear the duty of interference. The rational
soldier faces deviant circumstances – exigent conditions like an expanding Nazi regime that make it
necessary and appropriate for it to lay aside his claim to freedom and autonomy. For more on the
meaning of ‘normal’ and ‘deviant’ in this context, see: Lance & Little ().
. It could be that I’ve undersold the impact of freedom and autonomy. It could be that authority over
persons is impossible, or that authority can be established only by means of expressed consent.
For the purposes of this article, I’m advancing the more modest claim that authorities owe their
subjects the duty of interference.
. For the foundations of Murphy’s view, see: Thompson (). For the ediﬁce that Murphy erects on
Thompson’s foundation, see Murphy (n.d.).
. Thomas Flint, email message to the author,  August .
. Hick (), –.
. Reichenbach ().
. Nozick (), .
. Dworkin ().
. In an interesting comment, Robin Le Poidevin suggested that an adequate explanation of divine
hiddenness might go some distance towards solving this problem. Good reasons for God to remain
hidden – the thought seems to go – would explain why apologies and compensation must wait until the
afterlife. I read this situation somewhat diﬀerently. The duty of interference implies that God owes
many an apology and compensation. A plausible explanation of divine hiddenness would imply that,
if these apologies and compensations were forthcoming, they would be given in heaven. But it wouldn’t
be an argument that God is actually apologizing to people in heaven. It tells us where to look for
evidence of God’s apologies; it does not raise the probability that when we look, we will see God
apologizing to or compensating anyone. Additionally, the duty of interference transforms the problem
of divine hiddenness in much the way that it transforms the problem of evil. The problem of divine
hiddenness is not simply to explain why God keeps such a low proﬁle, it is to explain why God keeps
such a low proﬁle when we have a right to His protection.
. Wykstra ().
. For another example, see: van Inwagen ().
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Georgetown Writer’s Workshop, particularly Clint Hall and Paddy McShane; Karen Stohr; an
anonymous referee for this Journal; Colleen Maring, for helpful conversations and expert proofreading;
and most especially, Mark Murphy. Though his own views serve as my argumentative targets, and
though he disagrees with nearly every conclusion I draw, Mark has been a model interlocutor.
His careful, insightful commentary has been invaluable.
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